Introduction
With the development of the national economy, the construction industry is developing rapidly. Many construction projects involve the balance problems about a variety of elastic sheet and plates.The principle of energy gradually receives people's attention and is more and more popular in practical engineering applications because of its universality, simplicity and accuracy in solving various problems in practical engineering problems. However, for the present, some of the existing research methods can not meet the design requirements. In this paper, the balance of the cantilever rectangular thin plate is further studied by the minimum potential energy principle of mixed variables given in [1] . The numerical solution of the bending problem of the rectangular thin plate with hanging corners, one fixed edge and three free edges under the uniform load is given , and compared with the finite calculation results, and the results can be directly applied to engineering design.
The Minimum Potential Energy Principle of Mixed Variables for Curved Rectangular Thin Plate
Consider the bending of a free rectangular plate with two adjacent edges fixed under the distributed load, as shown in Figure 1(a) . Release the fixed bending restraints at both ends, substitute the distribution bending moments Fig. 1 The bending rectangular plate with two adjacentclamped edges and the other two free edges under uniform load The minimum potential energy principle of the mixed variable is applied to the total potential energy of the rectangular slab in the graph： The upper part is called the total potential energy of the minimum potential energy of the mixed variable, or the combined total potential energy.
In the case of (1),take the variational extremes of w ， xa V ， yb V and ab R ,and apply the zero-variational principle of the inner boundary and the basic preparatory theorem of the variational method, the Euler equation and the natural boundary condition are obtained respectively : The above is the minimum potential energy principle of the mixed variable of the rectangular plate.
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Cantilever rectangular plate with two hanging corners, one fixed edge and three free edges
Considering that the rectangular plate is under uniform load, one edge is fixed and three edges are free, based on the previous text.
Assume that the deflection surface equation is.
(13) among them, 1 w and 2 w is given in [1] . It is assumed firstly in the calculation of the rectangular plate with the one edge fixed and the other three edges free. The boundary conditions to be satisfied in this paper are: The deflection surface equation (27) is substituted into the above boundary conditions (28) -(31), and then the corresponding execution equations of the boundary conditions of the rectangular plate under the boundary condition are obtained as follows: Table 2 Table of Table 1 and Table 2 . Table 1 and Table 2 gives the numerical solution of the deflection changing along x and y for the free edge y=b and x=0, Figure 2 and Figure 3 is for the distribution curve of the deflection for the free edge y=b and x=0.
Substitute m C into (14)and (16)，and we can get the distribution value along x about the bending moment of the fixed edge 0 = y ,and the results are shown in Table 3 . Figure 4 is for the distribution curve of the bending moment for the fixed edge 0 = y . The finite element software ANSYS is used to analyze the cantilever rectangular plate. Taking the example: length is a=b=1, thickness is t=0.005, elastic modulus E = 210Gpa, uniform load Table 1 and Table 2 and Table 3 , which show that the application of the minimum potential energy principle of mixed variables to solve the problem of rectangular thin plate bending is correct.
Conclusion
In this paper, the minimum potential energy principle of the mixed variable is used to solve the problem of the bending of the cantilever rectangular thin plate with two hanging corners, one fixed edge and three free edges under the uniform load. The deflection surface equation and the calculation result are given and compared with the finite element results. It is proved that the solution of the minimum potential energy principle of mixed variable is very effective and the result given is accurate. Therefore, the minimum potential energy principle of the mixed variable provides a new method for the solution of the elastic mechanics problem,which can be applied directly to the engineering practice .
